Perfect Lighting: Inspiring Solutions For Every Room
In this reference book for creating a sophisticated lighting design for inside the home or outdoors, author Sally Storey, an internationally recognized lighting designer, shares her expertise about how to use lighting effectively for improved function and to add dynamic visual statements in every nook and cranny in and around the house. Real-life home examples include checklists and a detailed explanation about how the effect was achieved and with what type of device.
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**Customer Reviews**

Not sure who this volume is intended for, but certainly not the DIY’er. It is simply a picture book of rooms lit differently. However, you have no idea what type of lighting or how it was done or even where the lights are. Do over.

There is a lot of common sense ideas in this book. I was hoping for something more but never found it. Sorry. I’m going to try to get a dollar at my yard sale for this book.....I might even take 50 cents.

You can find various lighting elements and also different solutions...I love it...Its really a useful book...
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